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Abstrat
A onsistent theory of supersymmetry breaking must have a hidden setor, an observable
setor, and must be embedded in a loally supersymmetri theory whih arises from string
theory. For phenomenologial reasons it must also transmit supersymmetry from the hidden
to the visible setor in a dominantly avor neutral manner. Also any suh theory of su-
persymmetry breaking has to take into aount the problem of quadrati divergenes whih
arise one the theory is embedded in supergravity. A lass of possible models that arise from
GKP-KKLT type IIB string ompatiations, inorporating all this while being onsistent
with gauge uniation, with just the bare minimum of neessary supergravity/string theory
moduli elds oupled to the minimally supersymmetri standard model, is presented. Suh
models give reasonable values for the soft masses, the µ and Bµ terms and the gaugino
masses. Assuming that an atual detailed realization exists, it is very likely that they are
the simplest suh possibility .
†
e-mail: dealwiss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I. INTRODUCTION
Muh of the disussion of supersymmetry breaking in the Minimal Supersymmetri Stan-
dard Model (MSSM) (and its generalizations) has been in the ontext of global supersym-
metry. However it is well-known that in order to have a zero (or nearly zero) osmologial
onstant it is neessary to inorporate supergravity (SUGRA) eets. This is usually done
by introduing a onstant into the superpotential. The supergravity potential, unlike the
globally supersymmetri one, is not positive denite and one an in priniple use the onstant
to tune the osmologial onstant (CC) to zero. But one it is admitted that a onsistent
theory needs to bring in supergravity eets, one needs to aount for the potential eets
of quadrati sensitivity to high sale physis of the low energy supersymmetry breaking
parameters. Furthermore one has to onsider eets of the additional elds (moduli) that
are neutral under the standard model group but are essential ingredients in any onsistent
supergravity suh as string theory [51℄.
The moduli that our in any string theory onstrution need to be stabilized, and in the
reent literature there has been muh disussion of how this may be done, partiularly in
the ontext of type IIB string theory [52℄. In general one an nd minima for the moduli
setor potential whih break supersymmetry. In fat generi minima would be expeted to
have supersymmetry breaking at the natural sale of the theory - namely the string sale.
Nevertheless it is possible to nd non-generi points in this landsape whih have a low
or intermediate sale of supersymmetry breaking. If supersymmetry is to be relevant for
phenomenology, the starting point of any string theory onstrution would have to be one of
these points. In the following we will work with type IIB theory sine in many respets this
is the best understood, and we assume that suh points exist with the MSSM living on some
brane onguration. However we expet that similar arguments an be made in other string
theory ontexts, and we suspet that the phenomenology (assuming the relevant existene
theorems an be established) is not likely to be very dierent sine our arguments rest on
some general features of the string theory input suh as the tendeny to have a `no-sale'
starting point at the lassial level.
We work with κ2 = 8πGN = M
−2
P = 1. A general supergravity theory has a real
analyti Kaehler potential K = K(Φ, Φ¯) and a holomorphi superpotential W (Φ) where
Φ = {ΦA}, A = 1, . . . , N , is the set of hiral salar elds of the theory. The metri on eld
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spae is KAB¯ = ∂A∂B¯K and the metri on the gauge group (whih is in general a hiral
funtion of the neutral hiral superelds) is fab(Φ).
The embedding of a supersymmetry breaking theory in supergravity brings in additional
eets that are not usually onsidered in the literature. The oeient of the term that is
quadrati in the uto in the one loop eetive potential, is proportional to StrM2(Φ) ≡∑
J(−1)2J(2J +1)trM2(Φ), where Φ is the set of hiral (super) elds in the theory and M2
is the eld dependent mass squared matrix. In a globally supersymmetri theory (even if the
supersymmetry is spontaneously broken) this supertrae is zero and one has no quadrati
divergene in the quantum theory. However in a SUGRA theory whose supersymmetry is
spontaneously broken this supertrae does not vanish. Instead we have [53℄
StrM2(Φ) = (N − 1)m23/2(Φ)− FA(Φ)(RAB¯ + FAB¯)(Φ, Φ¯)F¯ B¯(Φ¯), (1)
where
RAB¯ = ∂A∂B¯ ln detKCD¯, FAB¯ = −∂A∂B¯ ln detℜfab, (2)
and FA is the F-term of the hiral multiplet ΦA andm23/2(Φ) = e
K |W |2 is the eld dependent
gravitino mass.
Let the indies I, J, . . . denote elds of the visible (MSSM) setor and i, j, . . . denote
(losed string) moduli elds. Typially they are expeted to get vaum expetation values
(vevs) of the order of the Plank sale or larger. Let the total number of suh hiral su-
perelds in the visible setor be Nv. Note that this number is taken to inlude GUT elds
if any. In gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB) models (for a review see [1℄)
there is a (gauge neutral) hidden setor whih breaks supersymmetry that is distint from
the moduli setor. Let us denote the elds of this intermediate setor by indies r, s, . . .. In
our string theory ontext they ould be open string moduli. In addition suh models have a
messenger setor whih ouples to this hidden setor and is harged under the gauge group
and sine these are expeted to have only negligible F-terms we will denote them by the
same indies as the MSSM elds. The distintion between these setors may be understood
in terms of the general formula [2℄ for the (unnormalized) soft mass terms in the visible
setor,
∆M2IJ¯ = −RIJ¯kl¯F kF l¯ − RIJ¯rs¯F rF s¯ − RIJ¯KL¯FKF L¯ +
1
3
FIFJ¯ +KIJ¯m
2
3/2. (3)
(Note for simpliity of exposition we have ignored mixed terms suh as RIJ¯kL¯F
kF L¯ above).
The right hand side of this equation is to be evaluated at the minimum of the salar potential.
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The general formula for the F-term is
F¯ A¯ = eK/2KA¯BDBW = e
K/2KA¯B(∂BW +KBW ). (4)
The dierent mehanisms and mediations may be distinguished in terms of the two physial
sales MP (≃ 1018GeV ) → 1 and the weak sale G−1/2F (≃ 100GeV ) → 10−16. Now the F-
terms of the visible setor elds F I are at most of the order of the squared Higgs vauum
expetation value (vev) or the Higgs vev times the gravitino mass i.e. ∼ 10−30 or 10−15m3/2
(whihever is larger). On the other hand tuning the osmologial onstant to zero implies
FAF¯ B¯KAB¯ − 3m23/2 = 0. (5)
This means that (given that the Kaehler metri is positive denite) |FA| . m3/2. Now
learly the fourth term of (3) is muh smaller (by a fator of 10−30) than m23/2 and so an
be ignored (unless m3/2 < 10
−30 (∼ 10−6eV ) whih we assume is not the ase.
The rst term in (3) is the lassial ontribution of the moduli whih typially take Plank
sale expetation values. In string theory for instane, in order for the four dimensional
low energy approximation to be valid, these moduli must typially take values whih are
somewhat larger than the Plank sale. The urvature is of order one or less on the Plank
sale so that the ontribution of this term to the squared soft mass is at most O(m23/2). This
is alled the moduli mediated (MMSB) ontribution.
The seond term an ome from some hidden setor eld (open string modulus) whih
aquires an F-term as in GMSB. As argued earlier all F-terms are . O(m3/2). Classially
the orresponding moduli spae urvature is at most order one (and typially in models
it is either zero or highly suppressed) and so this ontribution would not dominate over
the lassial ontribution from the (losed string) moduli setor. However there are wave
funtion renormalization eets whih eetively enhane loop eets sine the moduli spae
urvature goes like φ−1 where φ is the lowest omponent of some salar eld. Thus the
ontribution of this to the soft mass is eetively like |ǫF φ/φ|2 (where ǫ = g2/16π2 with g
a gauge oupling). This would be enhaned over the MMSB ontribution if the potential is
suh that φ, the hidden setor SUSY breaking eld in GMSB, has a vev whih is signiantly
smaller than the Plank sale (whih ould be the ase for open string moduli). One does not
really need sequestering in this ase for the GMSB ontribution to dominate the modulus
ontribution - all that is needed is that F φ ≤ F ≤ (10−8)2 and φ . 10−3. The former
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inequality follows from (5) and the fat that any lassial ontribution to the soft masses
from MMSB will be of orderm3/2 whih should therefore be taken to be O(10
−16) ∼ 102GeV ,
while the latter is required so that the O(α/4π) suppression in the avor onserving GMSB
ontribution is ompensated. However this gives a GMSB ontribution at the same level
as the MMSB ontribution. So unless MMSB already has suppressed FCNC (in whih ase
there is no need for any GMSB mehanism) we need to suppress the gravitino mass well
beyond the usual MMSB value. Thus in typial GMSB models one has F φ ∼ (109GeV )2
or less and φ ∼ 1013GeV or less with a gravitino mass (whih in eet would be the size of
possibly FCNC violating MMSB ontributions) of around a few GeV or less.
The third mehanism is usually alled anomaly mediated supersymmetry breaking
(AMSB) [3, 4, 5℄ and is supposedly assoiated with Weyl (or onformal) anomalies in super-
gravity. As disussed in [6℄ (based on the work of [7℄) this atually onsists of two dierent
ontributions. One of them arises from the Weyl anomaly of the theory. This eet will be
present even in the absene of matter elds - for example in supergravity oupled to super-
Yang-Mills elds. In addition there is a ontribution that arises from the mehanism pointed
out by Dine and Seiberg [7℄ whih in fat has nothing to do with Weyl anomalies. This is like
GMSB in that the ontribution to the soft masses arises from a quantum eet, but instead
of having an intermediate sale setor as in GMSB, it relies on the fat that the Higgs eld
aquires a non-zero vev in the physial vauum. This in turn leads to an F-term for the
Higgses of the form FH ∼ m3/2H . Now given that the lassial ontribution to the urvature
is O(1) or less, this gives a negligible ontribution to the soft masses. However there is a
quantum ontribution whih gives a moduli spae urvature of the form R ∼ ǫ2/H2, giving
a squared soft mass of O(ǫ2m23/2). But this is usually muh smaller than the ontribution
from MMSB and so the latter must be suppressed, i.e. the lassial moduli ontribution to
SUSY breaking must be sequestered [3℄, unless its FCNC eets are negligible.
In this paper we will disuss a lass of models whih ontain the minimal inputs that are
neessary to have soft supersymmetry breaking terms in the MSSM, are onsistent with the
suppression of avor violating terms, and whih an be embedded in a supergravity/string
theoreti framework. In setion II we disuss the hidden setor whih is responsible for
supersymmetry breaking. This is the losed string moduli setor of the theory. Obviously
we annot start with a generi point on the landsape of string solutions sine this will
not have the tiny osmologial onstant that is observed. Also it will most probably have
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large (i.e. string sale or Kaluza-Klein sale) supersymmetry breaking, so that we would
ertainly not be led to the MSSM, whih in this bottom up approah is our starting point.
Thus we need to be restrited to those points in the landsape whih have a nearly zero
osmologial onstant and low energy supersymmetry breaking. We fous on those models
where this happens in the simplest possible way. We will onsider a moduli setor breaking
supersymmetry in suh a way that it is not diretly passed on to the visible setor at the
lassial level. At one loop level there are quadrati divergenes (with a uto that we will
identify with the GUT/KK sale). This requires the retuning of the osmologial onstant
and it gives a avor diagonal ontribution to the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters
that is proportional to
Λ2
16pi2
m23/2. In general however there is a FCNC violating term whih
needs to be suppressed by ne tuning the uxes in an appropriate manner. In eet this is
a derivation of a quantum version of the mSUGRA model. In addition to this there is the
mehanism identied in [7℄[6℄ whih replaes what is usually presented as anomaly mediated
supersymmetry breaking (AMSB). Thus the basi laim of this paper is that the simplest
model of supersymmetry breaking that is onsistent with all onstraints (both theoretial
and phenomenologial) and whih is independent of ad ho uplift terms, is a version of
mSUGRA whih omes from an high energy quantum eet, plus the low-energy quantum
eet identied in [7℄[6℄.
II. THE MODEL
The moduli setor is taken to ome from type IIB ompatied on a Calabi-Yau orientifold
[8℄ [9℄ with the visible setor being on a set of D3 branes. While a detailed onstrution of
suh a model is not yet available it is very plausible that one exists. Indeed it is likely that
our arguments here apply to a whole lass of suh models sine only very generi properties
of suh a onstrution are used. For simpliity we onsider a model with just one Kaehler
modulus T but a large number h21 & O(10
2) of omplex struture moduli zα, but it should
be lear from the disussion that an extension to ompatiations with several Kaehler
moduli is straightforward. Also to stabilize the T modulus we will need non-perturbative
terms as in KKLT [9℄.
The MSSM setor will have (shematially) quark/lepton SU(2) doublet superelds de-
noted by Qi/Li and the orresponding singlet onjugate elds U ciDci, Eci with i being a
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family index. The Higgs elds are Hu, Hd. For the Kaehler potential we take
K = −3 ln(T + T¯ − (HuH¯u +HdH¯d + zQIJ¯QIQ¯J¯ + (xIJQIQJ + h.c.))
− ln(S + S¯)− ln k(z, z¯) (6)
= Kmod + Z(T )IJ¯Φ
IΦJ¯ +
1
2
(XIJΦ
IΦJ + h.c.) + . . . (7)
Kmod = −3 ln(T + T¯ )− ln(S + S¯)− ln k(z, z¯), ZIJ¯ =
3zIJ¯
T + T¯
, XIJ =
3xIJ
T + T¯
. (8)
In the above ΦI , I = 1, . . . Nv denotes all the visible setor elds. Note that in this model
the spae of dilaton-axion S and the omplex struture moduli z¯α, and the spae T,ΦI are
not diret produt spaes and the metri is not a diret sum of the metris on these two
spaes sine xIJ is in general a funtion of the omplex struture moduli, though it vanishes
when zα = 0 [10℄. Also the form given in the rst line of (6) is valid only to linear order
in the zα. While many authors (see for example [11℄[12℄,[13℄) use a diret sum form for the
Kaehler potential in the presene of D3 branes, this is only true if the omplex struture
moduli and the dilaton are frozen at zero.
For the moduli superpotential we have
Wmod = Wflux(S, z) +
∑
n
An(S, z)e
−anT , (9)
while for the MSSM superpotential we take
WMSSM = µ˜HuHd + yuijQ
iHuU
cj + yDijQ
iHdD
cj + yEijL
iHdE
cj. (10)
In the above S is the dilaton-axion supereld and z = {zα}, (α = 1, . . . , h21) denotes
the set of omplex struture moduli and T is the Kaehler modulus of some Calabi-Yau
orientifold (with h11 = 1) ompatiation of type IIB string theory. The rst term in (9)
omes from internal magneti uxes and the seond is a series of non-perturbative (NP)
terms oming from ondensing gauge groups assoiated with D7-branes [8℄[9℄. Also the
MSSM setor is loated on a stak of D3 branes. For details of the dependene of this
superpotential on the losed string moduli see [14℄ [10℄. The model has a R-parity symmetry
under Φ(θ)→ ±Φ(−θ) with the plus sign for the Higgses and minus sign for quark and lepton
superelds. There is also a PQ symmetry (if the µ-term is set to zero) with harges
PQ : Q = L = U c = Dc = Lc = −1
2
, Hu = Hd = 1. (11)
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and all moduli having zero harge. The moduli potential is
Vmod =
1
k(z, z¯)(S + S¯)(T + T¯ )2
{1
3
(T+T¯ )|∂TWmod|2−2ℜ∂TWmodW¯mod}+|F S|2KSS¯+F zF z¯kzz¯.
(12)
Now if one ignores quantum orretions, one would want to look for a loal minimum of this
potential with zero osmologial onstant (CC) and SUSY breaking only in the T diretion,
[54℄ i.e.
Vmod|0 = 0, F |S0 = F z|0 = 0, F T |0 6= 0. (13)
There is ertainly no obstrution to nding suh a minimum and with a suient number
of omplex struture moduli and non-perturbative terms it is reasonable to expet that
suh a SUSY breaking minimum exists. However the T modulus - the salar partner of
the Goldstino - has zero mass if the CC is ne-tuned exatly to zero. It should be stressed
though that this does not imply that this modulus is not stabilized, sine we have inluded
the non-perturbative terms whih are expliitly T dependent. In other words the equation
∂TV = 0 will have a non-trivial solution beause of the rst term of (12)[55℄.
In fat however as we will see in the next setion the quantum orretions would have
required us to re-ne-tune the CC if we had started with a zero value for it. So antiipating
this what we really have to do is to start at the lassial level by ne-tuning the CC to be
a small (atually negative) value - muh smaller, in absolute value, than m23/2. In this ase
there is ertainly no obstrution to having positive non-zero (squared) masses for all the
moduli. Also there will be additional ontributions to the masses of the visible spartiles,
from the quantum orretions. In fat the sort of minimum we will start with is like the
one analyzed in the large volume senario of [15℄[56℄. The only dierene is that unlike in
that ase we have to ne-tune Wflux at the minimum (by adjusting the uxes) to a very
small value, in order to get an intermediate volume senario with the volume of the internal
manifold V ∼ T 3/2 ∼ 103. We need this to preserve a eld theoreti desription up to
the unifation sale (whih will be identied with the ut-o Λ ∼ 10−2 in the quantum
theory) while having a gravitino mass in the 10TeV range. Furthermore (as disussed in the
next setion) the quantum ontribution to the CC is O(N Λ
2
16pi2
m23/2) where N is the number
of hiral multiplets in the theory. Thus we expet a broken supersymmetri minimum
F |S0 = F z|0 = 0, F T |0 6= 0, with a small negative osmologial onstant −|V0| suh that
8
|V0| ∼
m23/2
V ∼ O(N
Λ2
16π2
m23/2)≪ O(m23/2). (14)
It should also be stressed here that our framework does not need any ad ho uplift terms to
get an aeptable value for the CC. This will ome about as a result of the ne tuning of
the lassial SUGRA CC against the quantum eets that are disussed below.
The urvature omponent relevant to the soft mass alulation in this model is RT T¯ IJ¯ =
1
3
KT T¯ZIJ¯ +O(H
2) so that using the standard expression for soft masses, given for example
in [16℄[17℄, we have
m2IJ¯ = m
2
3/2ZIJ¯ − F TF T¯RT T¯ IJ¯ ∼ O(m23/2
Λ2
16π2
)≪ m23/2. (15)
Similarly both the Bµ and the trilinear ouplings - the A-terms - are also suppressed [57℄.
In the next two setions we will onsider the quantum eets.
III. QUADRATIC DIVERGENCE ISSUES AND MSUGRA
It is well known that quadrati divergenes are absent in (spontaneously broken) global
supersymmetry, but this is not really relevant for phenomenology for well-known reasons.
Any mehanism of supersymmetry breaking (suh as say dynamial SUSY breaking) is
inomplete unless it is embedded within supergravity. Then one needs to onfront the
problem of quadrati divergenes. In the following we will disuss how the osmologial
onstant and the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters get aeted by these divergenes.
A. The Cosmologial Constant and the Soft Masses
To one-loop order but keeping only the O(Λ2) (where Λ is the uto) orretions we have
the following [18℄[19℄[20℄) formulae for the potential (at a minimum) and the (unnormalized)
soft mass terms.
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V |0 = (FmF¯ n¯Kmn¯ − 3m23/2)(1 +
(N − 5)Λ2
16π2
) +
Λ2
16π2
(m23/2(N − 1)− F T F¯ T¯RT T¯ ), (16)
m2IJ¯ = V |0ZIJ¯ + (m23/2ZIJ¯ − F TF T¯RT T¯ IJ¯)(1 +
(N − 5)Λ2
16π2
)
− Λ
2
16π2
[m23/2RIJ¯ +m3/2(F
TDTRIJ¯ + F
T¯DT¯RIJ¯) + F
TF T¯ (DTDT¯RIJ¯
−R T¯T¯ RT T¯ IJ¯ − R TT RT T¯ IJ¯ +R KI RT T¯KJ¯)]. (17)
Here N is the total number of hiral salar superelds. In writing these expressions we have
kept, in the one loop orretion terms, the lassial ne tuning values (13) of the F-terms.
In estimating these orretions we will take the uto to be
Λ ∼MGUT ∼MKK ∼ 1016GeV ∼ 10−2MP → Λ
2
16π2
∼ 10−6M2P . (18)
The rst question that needs to be addressed is the ne-tuning of the osmologial onstant.
With the lassial ne tuning (13) and using RT T¯ ≃ 13(Nv+2)KT T¯ (where Nv is the number
of visible setor elds) we would obtain at one-loop a CC of order
Λ2
16pi2
m23/2(N −Nv − 3) =
10−6m23/2M
2
P (h21 − 1). Sine we need the number of omplex struture moduli to be of
O(102) in order to be able to ne tune the lassial CC, this one loop orretion leads to a
CC (assuming that the gravitino is at least of order the SUSY mass splittings 102−3GeV )
that is a fator ∼ 1086 too large! Thus as we disussed before we need to hange the lassial
starting point whih ignored the fat that there are quantum orretions [58℄. In other words
to anel the CC to the leading order in NΛ2/16π2 we need to add orretions to (13) and
(14) suh that (with MP = 1)
3m23/2 − FmF n¯Kmn¯ =
Λ2
16π2
(m23/2(N − 1− (2 +Nv)) =
Λ2
16π2
m23/2(h21 − 1). (19)
Note that sine the RHS of this equation is positive the lassial CC (the negative of the
LHS) would have to be negative. In this ase there is no obstrution to getting a positive
squared mass for the T modulus and generially it will be O(m23/2).
The atual minimum around whih we work in alulating the soft masses will also
hange the values of the F-terms of the moduli from those given in (13) to the following
(with |F i| ≡
√
Ki¯iF iF i¯):
|F T | =
√
3m3/2 +O(h21
Λ2
16π2
m3/2), |F S| . O( Λ
4π
m3/2), |F z| . O( 1√
h21
Λ
4π
m3/2). (20)
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We will thus assume that one an nd suh a minimum by adjusting uxes and there ertainly
is no obstrution to doing so.
Now let us alulate the soft masses by inluding the quantum orretions. The rst
term in (17) has now been re-ne-tuned to zero. However the seond term is no longer zero
and there is an additional ontribution from the third term. To alulate these we need the
urvatures derived from the Kaehler potential (6):
RT T¯ IJ¯ =
KT T¯ zIJ¯
T + T¯
+O(Φ2), RIJ¯KL¯ =
3
(T + T¯ )2
(zIJ¯zKL¯ + zIL¯zKJ¯ − zIKzL¯K¯) +O(Φ2)
RIJ¯ =
Nv + 1
T + T¯
zIJ¯ +O(Φ), DTRIJ¯ = O(Φ), DTDT¯RIJ¯ = O(Φ)
R KI RT T¯KJ¯ =
Nv + 1
(T + T¯ )3
zIJ¯ +O(Φ
2).
So (given that the MSSM elds Φ have values that are highly suppressed < O(10−16) relative
to the Plank sale) we nd from (17) on using (19) that the the largest quantum ontribution
to the soft mass squared is
m
′2
IJ¯ ∼ (h21 − 2Nv)
Λ2
16π2
m23/2ZIJ¯ ∼ (h21 − 2Nv)10−6m23/2ZIJ¯ , (21)
and is positive provided that h21 > 2Nv. It is also avor diagonal. In fat it is preisely of
the form assumed by mSUGRA models of supersymmetry breaking and is easily obtained
for generi Calabi-Yau orientifold ompatiations.
The avor onserving two loop quantum orretions oming from utuations of light
elds that we will onsider in the next setion, are in fat of the same order provided that
the number of omplex struture moduli is O(102). In fat sine Nv is also of the same
order, this is a neessary ondition to get positive squared masses. Of ourse the tuning
of the osmologial onstant already requires the number of yles in the ompatiation
manifold to be at least of this order. Thus this ontribution is O(10−4m23/2). However if
this (21) had been avor violating the model (even with the avor onserving eet of the
next setion) would have been in danger of being ruled out sine the avor violating eets
need to be down by a fator of around 10−3 ompared to the avor onserving one. Note
that the avor onservation of the soft masses alulated in this setion is entirely due to
the fat that the visible setor eld spae metri fatorizes into a modulus dependent fator
and a matrix in generation spae. This in turn is a reetion of the fat that all visible
elds are from a stak of D3 branes. This would not have been the ase if the visible setor
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ame partially from D3 branes and partially from (wrapped) D7 branes for instane. Suh a
general embedding would have resulted in a metri ZIJ¯ = f(M, M¯)zIJ¯ + g(M, M¯)z
′
IJ¯
where
M denotes the set of moduli and the dilaton and zIJ¯ , z
′
IJ¯
are in general dierent matries
so that the urvature would not have been proportional to ZIJ¯ , and hene we would have
had avor hanging terms at an unaeptable level.
Nevertheless it should be noted that the above alulation of urvatures are done in the
linearized (in the omplex struture moduli zα ) solution given in [10℄. It is indeed possible
that the omplete solution will yield a ontribution to (21) that is not proportional to the
matrix ZIJ¯ and so in general will lead to ne tuning. For instane in general zIJ¯ would be
a funtion of the omplex struture moduli zα, z¯β and so there would be a ontribution to
the Rii tensor in the MSSM diretions of the form RIJ¯ ∼ Kα,β¯∂α∂β¯ZIJ¯ whih is not (in
general) proportional to ZIJ¯ . This ould in priniple give, from the seond line of (17) a
ontribution as large as the one in (21). In this ase we need additional ne-tuning to 1 part
in 103 to ahieve the neessary suppression of FCNC and this an be done by appropriate
hoies of the uxes whih determine the omplex struture moduli.
It should be noted that (given the suppression of lassial soft terms in our model) (21) by
itself would give soft mass terms at an aeptable level provided that the gravitino mass is a
fator of 102 larger than the soft mass - i.e. we would need a gravitino with m3/2 & 10TeV .
This is typial of so-alled AMSB senarios where the lassial terms are sequestered [3℄
as is the ase with our lassial starting point (6). The point of our disussion here is to
show that the quadrati divergenes that are inevitably present, give a ontribution whih
is ompetitive with the `AMSB' eets.
As for the A terms, adding the quadratially divergent one-loop eets gives
AIJK = e
Km/2
W ∗m
|Wm|{F
iDiyIJK(1 +
N − 5
16π2
Λ2)− Λ
2
16π2
O(F T )} (22)
where the sum in the rst term in parentheses exludes the T modulus (reall that the
lassial ontribution is suppressed sine in the no-sale model it would be exatly zero
while here it is O(Λ2/16π2)). The seond term onsists of terms that are proportional to
yIJK. As shown in [10℄ the rst term is proportional to yIJK and hene when (due to
quantum eets in our ase) the F i are turned on, no signiant avor violating eets are
generated.
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B. Consisteny Issues
Let us now hek what the anellation of the one-loop ontribution to the osmologial
onstant implies for the F-terms of the moduli. Using (9) we have (assuming for simpliity
that there is only one NP term)
F T¯ = eK/2K T¯ TDTW = e
K/2K T¯ T (−aAe−aT +KTW ) (23)
Note that in this formula as well as in the arguments in the rest of this subsetion the values
of the moduli are understood to be taken at the loal (negative CC) minimum of setion II.
The requirement that the one loop CC ontribution to the CC is anelled then yields
3m23/2 −KT T¯F TF T¯ =
2
√
3aℜAe−aT
k1/2(S + S¯)1/2(T + T¯ )1/2
m3/2 +O(e
−2aT ) ∼ h21 Λ
2
16π2
m23/2, (24)
where in the last relation we have used (19). This gives us an estimate of how large the
non-perturbative ontribution (at the minimum) should be:
Ae−aT ∼ a−1(T + T¯ )1/2h21 Λ
2
16π2
m3/2. (25)
Let us hek now that this gives a reasonable value for a. First we need to estimate the
value of T . Using the fat that the Kaluza-Klein mass MKK in Plank units is 1/T [59℄, we
have
1
T
∼MKK ∼ Λ ∼ 10−2 =⇒ T . O(102) (26)
Assuming A ∼ O(1) and m3/2 ∼ 10TeV ∼ 10−14MP from (25) we estimate a & O(1/10)
whih is a reasonable value sine it would orrespond to ondensing gauge groups [60℄ of
rank N ∼ 10− 100.
Let us ask how big the F-omponent of the omplex struture moduli and the dilaton
an be. In the presene of both imaginary anti-self-dual (IASD) uxes (in the terminology
of GKP [8℄) and non-perturbative terms we have
F α¯ = K α¯βeK/2(DβWflux +KβAe
−aT ) = K α¯βeK/2(Iβ +KβAe
−aT ) (27)
F S = K S¯SeK/2(DSWflux +KSAe
−aT ) = K S¯SeK/2(I +KSAe
−aT ) (28)
Here Iβ is an (2,1) ux and I is a (3.0) ux. Now the lassial solution (in the absene of
NP terms) requires that these IASD uxes are zero. In nding a minimum for the lassial
potential that inludes the non-perturbative terms suh that the one-loop CC is anelled,
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it is lear that we should not turn on IASD uxes, sine these would generially give large
positive terms in the potential and violate the last two relations in (20). In that ase using
the estimate (25) we have
F α¯ ∼ K
α¯βKβ
k1/2(S + S¯)2aℜT h21
Λ2
16π2
m3/2, (29)
F S¯ ∼ K
S¯SKS
k1/2(S + S¯)2aℜT h21
Λ2
16π2
m3/2. (30)
Finally we observe that for onsisteny these values of the F-terms of these moduli implies
that their masses are onsiderably lower than the string sale. This an be seen by imposing
the onstraint that the mass of the salar partner of the Goldstino should be of the order of
m3/2. Dening the unit vetor in the Goldstino diretion u
m ≡ Fm/√Kmn¯FmF n¯ we have
uT =
F T√
F TFT (1 + ǫ2)
∼ e
iφT√
KT T¯ (1 + ǫ2)
uα =
F α√
F TFT (1 + ǫ2)
∼ ǫ
αeiφα√
KT T¯ (1 + ǫ2)
where ǫα ≡ |F α|/√F TFT and ǫ2 = ǫαǫα and we take α = 0, 1, . . . h12 with the index α = 0
identied with the dilaton S. So for the squared mass of the sGoldstino we have
umVmn¯u
n¯ =
KT T¯VT T¯
1 + ǫ2
+
ǫαVαβ¯ǫ
β¯
1 + ǫ2
∼ O(m23/2)
This tells us that ǫα ∼ m3/2/mα so that we have the result[61℄d
F α ∼ m3/2
mα
m3/2.
Comparing with (29)(30) we see that this implies mS ∼ mz ∼ 104m3/2.
C. µ and Bµ terms
The expression for the eetive µ term (after integrating out the moduli) is given by (see
for example [16, 20℄ and referenes therein)
µIJ = e
Kmod/2µ˜IJ +m3/2XIJ − F¯ A¯∂A¯XIJ +O(
Λ2
16π2
m3/2). (31)
In this expression the seond and third term are of the order of the supersymmetry breaking
but there is no reason for rst term (whih omes from the original superpotential) to be of
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the same order - generially it would be O(1) in Plank units. That of ourse would be a
disaster sine in that ase there would be no eletroweak symmetry breaking. This is the
well known µ problem of the MSSM.
In our string theory based model of gravity mediated SUSY breaking with the MSSM
loated on D3 branes however µ˜ = 0 and the eetive µ term emerges from the well-known
Giudie-Masiero eet [21℄. As shown by Grana et al [10℄ µIJ = −F¯ α¯∂α¯XIJ so using (29)
and the fat that the sum over α has h21 terms, we get
µ ∼ O(h
2
21
aT
Λ2
16π2
m3/2) ∼ 10−2m3/2, (32)
where we have used the value aT ∼ O(10) (see line after (26)) and h21 ∼ 3× 102.
Also using the alulation of the Bµ term given in [10℄ we have
BµIJ = Vclassical|0XIJ ∼ O(h21 Λ
2
16π2
m23/2) ∼ 10−3m23/2, (33)
so that
Bµ
µ
∼ aT
h21
m3/2 ∼ 3× 10−2m3/2. (34)
D. Gaugino mass
Let us now onsider the gaugino masses. The general formula for these is
ma =
1
2
(ℜfa)−1FA∂Afa(Φ), (35)
and we will only get a ontribution if the gauge oupling funtion fa depends on a hiral
multiplet that aquires a non-vanishing F-term. In our ase sine the gauge theory on the
D3 branes is independent of the moduli of the internal manifold and so the gaugino mass
is suppressed relative to the gravitino mass. In partiular the quadrati divergene in the
potential led us to shift the minimum resulting in the new F-term values (19). Sine the
gauge oupling funtion on D3 branes depends (in the Einstein frame) on the dilaton this
gives a non-vanishing ontribution (sine f ∼ S ∼ 1/g2)
ma
g2a
=
1
2
F S∂Sfa(S) ∼ O
(
h21
Λ2
16π2
m3/2
)
. 10−3m3/2. (36)
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E. mSUGRA parameters
As disussed above we need to hoose the uto Λ ∼ 10−2 and we took h21 ∼ 3 × 102.
Taking m3/2 ∼ 104GeV we get reasonable soft parameters exept that the gaugino masses
are too small. But as we shall see in the next setion there is an `AMSB' ontribution to
the gaugino masses whih is muh larger than the mSUGRA ontribution. Our mSUGRA
parameters are,
µ ∼ 10−2m3/2 ∼ 100GeV, ms ∼ 2× 10−2m3/2 ∼ 200GeV, Bµ
µ
∼ aT
h21
m3/2 ∼ 300GeV. (37)
Note that a somewhat larger value of the gravitino mass (say ∼ 30TeV as in typial `AMSB'
senarios ) would also give aeptable values provided we take h21 to be a little larger for
example h21 ∼ 4 − 5 × 102. The gaugino masses however would still be of < O(100GeV )
and hene if this is the only ontribution the model would be ruled out on phenomenologial
grounds. However as we disuss in the next setion there are additional ontributions.
IV. SUSY BREAKING AND AMSB
In the previous setion we showed how mSUGRA like SUSY breaking terms arise at the
uto sale Λ, in a model whih an be naturally embedded in a type IIB string theoreti
setup. These boundary onditions of mSUGRA need to be evolved down to the eletro-weak
sale in order to evaluate the atual preditions of this set up for the MSSM parameters.
This alulation is just the same as in the usual mSUGRA set up and we will not go over it.
However there is a new ontribution to any suh theory that needs to be onsidered. This
is usually assumed to be due to onformal anomalies and is referred to as anomaly mediated
supersymmetry breaking (AMSB) [3℄[4, 5℄[22℄. The most detailed SUGRA based derivation
of the gaugino mass is given in the last itation and (in our onventions) reads
ma
g2a
= ℜ[F i∂ifa(Φ)| − 1
8π2
(b′am3/2 + caF
i∂iKm + 2TRF
i∂i lnZr)], (38)
where ca = T (Ga) −
∑
r Ta(r) and b
′
a = 3T (Ga) −
∑
r Ta(r) with T (Ga), Ta(r), being the
traes of a squared gauge group generator in the adjoint and a matter representation r
respetively. The sum over representations go over all states whih are eetively massless
at the ut o sale. In our approximately no-sale model with the MSSM on a stak of
D3 branes the ontribution of the rst term was given in (36). We also see that there is a
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anellation amongst the terms in the paranthesis in the seond term in LHS of (38) so that
we eetively get from this formula the same result as before, namely
ma
g2a
∼ O(10−3m3/2). (39)
If orret this would mean that the gaugino masses are well below the experimental upper
limit, even for gravitino masses that are as high as 100TeV , whih is the highest one an
tolerate without seriously aeting the hierarhy. This would imply that type IIB string
theory with the MSSM on D3 branes an only give a split supersymmetry type of senario.
Thus we would need m3/2 ∼ 103TeV , giving gaugino masses ma ∼ 1TeV , but soft masses
as well as µ and Bµ/µ would then be O(10TeV ) and the Higgs squared mass would be ne
tuned (at a level of 1 part in 104). However as we will argue below this onlusion is not
warranted.
The point is that as shown in [6℄ the arguments in [3℄[4, 5℄[22℄ need to be revised. Let us
briey summarize this disussion. The most important point is that the the so-alled Weyl
(or onformal) ompensator hiral supereld C is a (non-propagating) eld, and the theory
needs to have enough gauge freedom so that it an for instane be set equal to unity to
get the standard formulation of SUGRA. The Weyl anomaly at one-loop eetively prevents
this, and Kaplunovsky and Louis (KL) [23℄ showed by a areful and detailed alulation how
this anomaly ould be anelled thereby restoring the gauge symmetry. Their disussion led
to a orreted form for the gauge oupling funtion in superspae (at the uto sale Λ)
Ha(Φ; Λ) = fa(Φ)− 3b
′
a
4π2
lnC − Ta(r)
4π2
ln(e−
1
3
KmZr)|holomorphic. (40)
Projeting the F-term of this gives us the formula
ma
g2a
= ℜ[F i∂ifa(Φ)| − b
′
a
8π2
FC
C
− Ta(r)
4π2
F i∂i(ln(e
− 1
3
KmZr)], (41)
where C, FC are the lowest and highest omponents of the Weyl ompensator supereld.
The question is what is the value of the seond term on the RHS. As shown by KL, in the
Kaehler-Einstein frame (whih is the orret `physial' frame in whih standard SUGRA low
energy results should be derived)
FC
C
= 1
3
KiF
i
. Putting this in (41) we have
ma
g2a
= ℜHa(Φ; Λ)|F = ℜ[F i∂ifa(Φ)| − ca
8π2
F i∂iKm − Ta(r)
4π2
F i∂i(lnZr)],
= O(10−3m3/2)− b
′
a
8π2
m3/2 +O(
Λ
4π
m3/2). (42)
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In the last line the rst term is from (36), and we have used the values for the Kahler
potential and F-terms for our model from (8)(9)(29)(30). This is the orret ontribution
from AMSB and indeed it gives a value for the gaugino masses (with m3/2 ∼ 30TeV ) that
is of the right order.
However as shown in [7℄ (DS) and elaborated on in [6℄ there is an additional ontribution
whih has nothing to do with Weyl anomalies but is a quantum eet in the eetive ation.
This arises as follows. The gauge oupling funtion at the high (GUT) sale Λ is given by
the supereld (40). At a low sale µ the one-loop beta funtion formula gives
Ha(Φ;µ) = Ha(Φ; Λ)− b
′
a
8π2
ln
Λ
µ
. (43)
Now assume that there is an intermediate threshold whih is generated by a supereld X
(and its F-term) aquiring non-zero values in the ground state of the theory. The appropriate
replaement of (43) in the Wilsonian eetive ation at the low sale µ is
Ha(Φ, X ;µ) = Ha(Φ; Λ)− ba
8π2
ln
X
µ
− b
′
a
8π2
ln
Λ
X
(44)
where ba is the beta-funtion oeient below the sale set by the vev X0 of X . It may
be obtained by integrating the one-loop beta funtion above and below the sale set by X
and then using holomorphy. In eet this is the usual argument that the superspae gauge
oupling funtion is one-loop exat. This is basially the argument given in DS[7℄ exept
that there the sale µ was not introdued and X0 was eventually taken to zero. However
that would learly introdue infra-red divergenes and in any ase we should be in the
Higgs phase where X has a non-zero expetation value and as DS argued their disussion
really applies only in the Higgs phase. It should also be noted that this formula is exat
for the Wilsonian oupling funtion. A similar formula is given in [24℄ in the ontext of
gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking and is used in [5℄ to argue for what is often alled
deeted anomaly mediation in the literature[62℄. Indeed as pointed out in both [24℄[7℄ the
X dependene in this formula follows from holomorphy and the neessity of reproduing the
orret hiral anomaly from states that have been integrated out to get the eetive theory
at sales below that set by X .
Taking the F-term of this and replaing the eld and its F-term by their ground state
values, we have for the gaugino mass at the sale µ→ X0
ma
g2a
= ℜHa(Φ; Λ)|F − ba − b
′
a
8π2
FX
X0
, (45)
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[63℄. In our model the only possible threshold below the GUT sale is the weak sale set
by the Higgs eld itself. Thus we should take the gauge neutral eld X to be the gauge
neutral ombination of the two MSSM Higgs superelds, i.e. we may put X2 = HuHd. In
eet this was what was done by Dine and Seiberg in their toy model outlining this general
idea in [7℄ and the above mentioned hiral anomaly is in the global symmetry under whih
both Hu and Hd rotate by the same phase and the quark and lepton elds rotate by half
the opposite phase - a symmetry whih is expliitly broken by the µ term. X will aquire
a non-zero value X0 in the physial Higgs vauum of the theory. The value whih goes into
(45) is thus
FX
X0
=
1
2
(
F u
vu
+
F d
vd
)
, (46)
where we have set the vevs of the harged omponents of the Higgs elds to zero and vu(vd)
are the vevs of the neutral Higgses H0u(H
0
d). Now the F-terms may be omputed from (10)
and (7). The relevant term in the superpotential isW ∼ µHuHd and in the Kaehler potential
it is K ∼ Z(HuH¯u +HdH¯d). Then we have (with the indies for Hu, Hd → u, d)
F u¯ = eK/2K u¯u(∂uW +KuW ) = e
K/2K u¯uµ˜Hd +m3/2H¯u ≃ m3/2vu, (47)
F d¯ = eK/2K d¯d(∂dW +KdW ) = e
K/2K d¯dµ˜Hu +m3/2H¯d ≃ m3/2vu. (48)
As is usual in the MSSM we have hosen the vevs to be real (this may in fat be done without
loss of generality) and we have ignored the `mu' term ontribution sine it is suppressed in
our lass of models. Thus we have
FX
X0
= m3/2. (49)
Using this and (33) in (45) we get
ma
g2a
(µ) = − ba
8π2
m3/2. (50)
The above disussion is in fat the usual treatment of RG evolution that is used in the
presene of thresholds. In our ase this threshold is at the soft mass sale whih is in fat
the same as the Higgs sale v. Above this sale all superpartiles would ontribute to the
evolution, while below one might expet only the standard model partiles to ontribute.
This for instane is the assumption made in extrapolating from the standard model to the
GUT sale to get uniation, by aounting for the superpartners of the standard model
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partiles whih give a similar threshold eet. Note that these masses are of the same order
of magnitude as the squark/slepton masses. For ompleteness we quote the values obtained
for eah separate gaugino
m3 = −7α3
4π
m3/2 (51)
m2 = −19
6
α2
4π
m3/2 (52)
m1 =
41
10
α1
4π
m3/2 (53)
In the usual disussion of AMSB it is laimed that there is a ontribution from Weyl
anomalies to the soft masses as well [3℄[5℄. This argument is based on the following reasoning.
One starts with the assertion that the wave funtion renormalization should undergo the
following replaement
Z(Φ, Φ¯; ln
Λ
µ
)→ Z(Φ, Φ¯; ln Λ|C|
µ
) (54)
in supergravity. Then one has for the squared soft masses
m2 = − lnZ|θ2θ¯2 = −
1
4
|FC|2d
2 lnZ
d ln Λ2
. (55)
However not only is there no justiation for the replaement (54), making Z dependent
on C would in fat violate the Weyl gauge invariane of supergravity whih is essential for
the onsisteny of the formalism. In fat as disussed above, the addition of a lnC term to
the gauge oupling funtion by KL [23℄ was designed to restore the Weyl invariane of the
theory. The replaement (54) on the other hand would result in breaking the Weyl invariane
making C a propagating eld, and therefore it is inorret. Formula (55) is therefore invalid.
Nevertheless there is a ontribution to the soft mass that omes from a quantum eet
that has nothing to do with Weyl anomalies. This was pointed out in [7℄ and the mehanism
is a onsequene of the formula (44). In the Higgs branh of the theory The radiatively
generated soft mass at a sale µ→ X0
m2Φ(X0) = 2
∑
a
ca(r)
(
αaX0
4π
)2
(ba − b′a) |FX |
2
|X0|2 (56)
[64℄. Here the sum is taken over the three gauge group fators and αa = ga2/4π. Also ca(r)
is the quadrati Casimir of the gauge group representation r of the observable eld (squark
or slepton). Then using (49) we have the ontribution to the soft masses,
m2Φ(X0) = 2
∑
a
caΦ
(
αaX0
4π
)2
(ba − b′a)m23/2. (57)
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As we argued earlier, above the sale X0 all superpartiles would ontribute to the evolution,
while below one might expet only the standard model partiles to ontribute. This gives
b3−b′3 = 4, b2−b′2 = 25/6, b1−b′1 = 5/2.We also have the values (with Q,L standing for the
quark, lepton doublets respetively) c3.2.1Q =
4
3
, 3
4
, 1
60
; c2,1L =
3
4
, 3
20
; c3,1u˜ =
4
3
, 4
15
and c3.1
d˜
= 4
3
, 1
15
.
The formula then gives the following generation independent ontribution to the masses of
the squark and sleptons.
m2Q =
[
32
3
(α3
4π
)2
+
25
4
(α2
4π
)2
+
1
12
(α1
4π
)2]
m23/2, (58)
m2u˜ =
[
32
3
(α3
4π
)2
+
4
3
(α1
4π
)2]
m23/2, (59)
m2
d˜
=
[
32
3
(α3
4π
)2
+
1
3
(α1
4π
)2]
m23/2, (60)
m2L =
[
25
4
(α2
4π
)2
+
3
4
(α1
4π
)2]
m23/2, (61)
m2e˜ = 3
(α1
4π
)2
m23/2. (62)
Let us now ompare with the ontribution from the quadrati divergene eets with h21 ∼
3 − 5 × 102. For the squark masses the ontribution from (37), is somewhat smaller than
the values in (58)-(60) but it is an order of magnitude larger than the ontribution (61)(62)
to the slepton masses.
Note that the equations (51) to (53) and (58) to (62) give masses in the O(103GeV ) to
O(102GeV ) range, provided we hoose, as in the ase of the usual presentation of AMSB
phenomenology, a large mass for the gravitino (∼ 30TeV ). Unlike that ase however we do
not require an additional mehanism to get non-negative squared slepton masses even though
here we atually have suh a ontribution, namely (21), whih as we observed above is muh
larger than this `AMSB' ontribution. Note that these give masses in the O(103GeV ) to
O(102GeV ) range with the above hoie for the gravitino mass.
V. SUMMARY OF PHENOMENOLOGY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied in detail the SUSY breaking phenomenology of a lassially
`no-sale' like or `sequestered' model (in the sense that the lassial soft masses are suppressed
relative to the gravitino mass) based on type IIB string theory with the MSSM oming from
open string utuations on a stak of D3 branes. While there does not yet exist a omplete
21
hiral theory of this sort (with all moduli stabilized) it is plausible that one various tehnial
diulties are overome suh a model an indeed be onstruted. If that turns out to be the
ase then its qualitative phenomenology would be that disussed in this paper. Atually it
should be lear from the arguments that we have made, that this kind of phenomenology is
quite generi for theories whih are of this type (i.e. with suppressed lassially generated
soft terms). Thus we expet that similar phenomenologial results emerge from a large lass
of string theoreti SUGRA models suh as for instane IIB models with the MSSM on D7
branes.
These models have features that are similar to those found in all three standard meha-
nisms of SUSY mediation.
• Origin of SUSY breaking in moduli and transmitted by gravity as in mSUGRA.
• Soft parameters are due to quantum eets as in AMSB and GMSB.
• Gaugino masses mainly from `AMSB'.
• m3/2 & 10TeV as in AMSB.
Suh models have just two parameters that an be adjusted - the gravitino mass and the
(integer) h21 (or in more general models the sum h21+h11). The uto is almost ompletely
xed one we demand that it should be higher than the sale at whih the gauge ouplings
appear to unify, but below the string sale. Sine at this point uniation is the only
onrete (albeit rather tenuous) evidene for supersymmetri physis, we strongly believe
that it should be taken as an input. Sine the uto should be denitely less than the
string/Plank sale this limits us to the range 1016GeV < Λ < 1018GeV . Furthermore as the
string sale is expeted to be somewhat below the Plank sale (perhaps ≤ 1017GeV ) we are
atually restrited to Λ ∼ 1016GeV = 10−2MP , whih is the value that we have used. Also as
we have seen in setion III the eetive perturbative parameter is h21Λ
2/16π2M2P ∼ h2110−6
with the above value of Λ. As we argued above, with a gravitino mass of around 30TeV ,
the number of yles in the Calabi-Yau manifold should not be muh larger than 102 sine
the µ-term has to be well below 1TeV (see equation (33)) . On the other hand we annot
lower the gravitino mass below about 10TeV sine in that ase the gaugino masses (for the
SU(2)× U(1) group) would be too low. Thus we see that this lass of models must have
h21 & 3− 5× 102, m3/2 ∼ 10− 30TeV. (63)
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The universal salar masses and the µ and Bµ terms (at the uniation sale Λ) are
µ ∼ Bµ
µ
∼ ms ∼ 100− 500GeV, (64)
and the gaugino masses (whih are naturally omputed at the MSSM sale via the `AMSB'
alulation of [6, 7℄ (see equations (51)(52)(53)) are
m1 ∼ 30− 80GeV, m2 ∼ 40− 100GeV, m3 ∼ 400− 1000GeV.
Finally we should stress that so far there is no onrete string theoreti onstrution of
the MSSM (living on D3 branes in type IIB or in any other string theory set up) with all the
moduli stabilized. In this paper we have assumed that the SUSY breaking phenomenology
of non-hiral onstrutions that has been disussed in the literature [10℄[25℄ will hold for
hiral models as well. Of ourse as we disussed before it is possible that these models will
have FCNC terms that are proportional to h21, like the avor onserving terms, and in this
ase one would need a ne tuning of one part in 103 to suppress them.
Even with suh additional ne-tuning it seems that this lass of models is still the minimal
possible and least ne-tuned one that an be embedded in string theory. Suppose for example
there is a mSUGRA model with all moduli stabilized whih does not have FCNC at the
lassial level. One would still have FCNC terms, but sine the lassial ontribution to
the salar squared mass is now O(m23/2) the quantum ontribution will be down by a fator
h21
Λ2
16pi2
∼ 10−4 and an be ignored. However now the gravitino mass is low ∼ 100GeV
so there is a ne-tuning fator (aording to the work of Douglas and ollaborators [26℄)
O(
m3/2(low)
m3/2(high)
)6 = O(10−12) when the high value is taken to be ∼ 10TeV as in the model
disussed here. As for GMSB models, one might expet that the same fator applies, however
it has been argued that suh models are on a dierent branh [27℄. Be that as it may,
GMSB requires an additional setor - the so-alled messenger setor - ompared to the lass
of models disussed here.
It is learly important to nd detailed onstrutions that inorporate the MSSM within a
string theory ontext where all moduli an be stabilized [65℄. Even though one may not be
able to make preise preditions (sine by hanging the uxes one an make hanges to the
masses and ouplings) the physis that we have disussed above would then be a qualitative
predition of string theory for LHC physis. This is so in the sense that the lass of models
that we have here are the minimal possible in terms of ne-tuning, and having just the
23
setors (namely a visible MSSM or GUT setor and a moduli setor) that neessarily have
to be present.
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Appendix - On the Relation to Mirage Mediation and Large Volume Senarios
The phenomenologial onsequenes of the lass of models disussed in this paper have
a ertain superial resemblene to the so-alled mirage mediation models of [28℄ (see also
[29℄ for a reent variant of this) where the lassial (plus nonperturbative) ontribution
is of the same order as the `AMSB' one. However these models rely on the KKLT toy
model with an uplift term. There are several problems with taking this model seriously
for phenomenologial purposes. Firstly (as pointed out in [30℄) the logi of deriving a four
dimensional theory from a ten dimensional theory requires that one starts from a lassial
supersymmetri vauum of the ten-dimensional theory whih enables one to organize the
utuations around that point in 4D supergravity multiplets, and will then neessarily give a
4D N = 1 SUGRA theory. If one starts with supersymmetry broken at the string level (even
if the sale is suppressed by warping) there is simply no way of deriving a four dimensional
supergravity. In fat the potential one gets is a runaway one for the Kaehler moduli -
implying deompatiation. The potential that is usually used is based on the assumption
that one an add a non-perturbative term to the superpotential before one adds the Dbar
term - but this is an inversion of the logi sine the string theory starting point did not have
suh a non-perturbative term to begin with (espeially if they arise from low energy gauge
theoreti eets) while the Dbar brane is added at the string theory level i.e. in the ten
dimensional theory.
If we ignore this, the uplift term is an expliit breaking of the N = 1 four-dimensional
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supersymmetry (although in 10 dimensions it is a spontaneaous breaking aused by Dbar
branes) at an intermediate sale
√
m3/2MP ∼ 1011GeV . The Dbar brane is loated far down
a throat so that its eetive tension and hene the supersymmetry breaking, is warped down
from the string/Plank sale to the above sale by the warp fator eAmin ∼√m3/2/MP (see
[28℄ equation (19)). If the MSSM/GUT branes are in the bulk (as is eetively the ase
in [28℄) as opposed to being in the infra-red end of a throat region, this appears to give
quantum eets that result in terms O(m3/2MPΛ
2/16π2) (rather than O(m23/2Λ
2/16π2) as
in this paper) in the potential. This would seem to introdue large orretions to soft masses
et when Λ ∼ MGUT . However the overlap of the wave funtion of the MSSM states whih
are loated at the UV end of the throat with the SUSY breaking elds at the IR end of the
throat is exponentially suppressed. This results in an eetive mass splitting at the UV end
∆m2 ∼ e2Aminm3/2MP = m23/2. and hene the quadratially divergent quantum ontribution
is again of the same order as in this paper. Another possibility would be to have the MSSM
brane far down a throat region so that the eetive ut o Λ is also warped down to an
intermediate sale Λ2eff =
m3/2
MP
Λ2, so that the estimate of the quantum ontribution to the
potential is again O(m3/2MPΛ
2
eff/16π
2) = O(m23/2Λ
2/16π2). In this ase also the orretions
to soft masses et. will not signiantly hange the lassial ontributions. However in suh
a situation it is not entirely lear how to obtain a GUT theory sine the eetive ut o
is far below the GUT sale though in the orresponding 5-dimensional senario a possible
resolution has been oered in [31℄. Also in the string theoreti ase the derivation of the
eetive four dimensional supergravity in the presene of signiant warping has not yet been
entirely resolved (for the problems assoiated with this and progress towards a resolution of
this question see [32℄[33℄). It should also be mentioned that the mirage mediation senario
is not neessarily tied to having an anti-brane at the IR end of the throat. This ould in
priniple be replaed by a onventional SUSY breaking setor at the IR end of a warped
throat (for some disussion of this see [34℄)[66℄.
One might of ourse avoid large orretions by taking the uto Λ to be muh smaller
than the GUT sale and this appears to be the ase in the large volume senario (LVS)
disussed in [15℄. In that and in subsequent work based on it, it is shown that in the absene
of ne tuning a large volume senario emerges (from GKP-KKLT type onstrutions) where
the string sale is an intermediate sale (around 1012GeV ). In this ase there is a broken
SUSY minimum with negative CC (exatly as required for the lassial onstrution of this
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paper) and the authors use the uplift term of KKLT to lift the minimum to a small positive
value. However the phenomenology appears to be insensitive to the uplift term (see for
example [35℄). But as we've argued in this paper, at this point in time, supersymmetri
grand uniation is the main piee of evidene for supersymmetry and should be taken
seriously in model building. This an be ahieved in the LVS senario (if one ne-tunes
the ux generated superpotential as we've done in this work) but then the quadratially
divergent orretions that we have disussed in this paper will beome relevant. A detailed
disussion of this as well as an extention of the phenomenology disussed in this paper to
the ase when the standard model is loated on D7 branes, will appear in future work.
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